**Airframe:**
15,362.5 hrs, 11,561 ldgs

**Engines:**
#1 - #3: Honeywell TFE-731-3-1C (#1 & #3), #2: Honeywell TFE-731-3D-1C, On MSP Gold
#1 Engine (P-76177C)  TSN: 13,973.6  CSN: 10,554  TSMPI:  861.6  TSCZI:  861.6
#2 Engine (P-76320C)  TSN: 14,302.2  CSN: 10,765  TSMPI:  390.8  TSCZI:  2266.4
#3 Engine (P-76179C)  TSN: 14,776.0  CSN: 11,082  TSMPI: 1984.6  TSCZI:  1984.6

**APU:**
APU Garrett GTCP 36-100(A) S/N – P-122  TSN: 7,485.1 (On MSP)

**Exterior:** 2015
New to customer's specs

**Interior:** 2015
**Avionics:**
Collins FCS-85 FDS    Collins TCAS-94 w/Change 7
Dual GNS-XLS FMS    Honeywell MKVII EGPWS
Dual VHF22D Coms w/ 8.33   RVSM - Falcon STC SA7041SW-D
Dual Collins VIR-32 Navs   Dual Collins TDR-94D Transponders
Primus 400 Color Radar   Collins ALT-55 Radio Altimeter Sperry
Dual Collins DME-40s   Dual Collins 718U-5 HF w/SELCAL
Collins ADC-80 ADC   Magnastar C2000 Digital Flitefone
Artex 406C 3 Freq ELT   Sundstrand CVR, AV557D

**ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT:**
On CAMP Maintenance Program   Airshow 400
Baker Entertainment System w/ DVD   AvTec Fiber Optic Cabin Light System
Flat Screen Video Monitors   Windshield Embellisher Mod

**Maintenance:**
Fresh RVSM & 14 CFR 91.411 & 91.413 02/08. A,
Started the C and CPCP Inspections.
Clean Wing Mapping, New windshields, Completed Tank and Plank.
No damage history.